
Lesson 1: Teacher Reference

Box System Assembly Instructions
Materials needed for each box system (multiply by 6-7 for a class set)

2 boxes with lids, white on one side and brown on the other
2 8”-×-10” picture frame mats
2 medium-size binder clips
4 toys that are at least 3 inches tall
1 flashlight, cylindrical shape
removable mounting putty

Materials needed to make a class set of box systems
1 box cutter
1 roll of packing or duct tape
one-way mirror film, cut into 8”-×-10” pieces for each system
pencil or pen
black marker
ruler (optional)
spare cardboard (optional)

1. Assemble Rooms A and B. Assemble two boxes with lids following instructions on the box.
If your box has openings for handles, do not punch those out. It is important to avoid any
unwanted light getting into the closed box. If needed, tape those handles to ensure they do
not open.

2. Cut holes in each box lid. Place a frame mat on the center of each box lid and use this as a
stencil to outline the opening. Then, use a box cutter to cut out the rectangle on each lid. Be
sure you place frame mat at the same place on each box lid so that the opening on each lid
will line up with one another when held together (use a ruler if necessary). Save the cut-out
cardboard. It is used in step 5. Note: It is helpful when cutting with the box cutter to place a
spare piece of cardboard underneath so you don’t damage your floor or table.

3. Assemble the frame. Tape two picture mats together along a long edge using the tape.
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4. Prepare the one-way mirror. Use an 8” × 10” (or a slightly smaller) size of one-way mirror
film and insert it in the picture mat holder. Use binder clips to hold it in place. The one-way
mirror film has a layer of plastic on it. Keep that layer on. It will keep the one-way mirror stiff
so you see better reflections.

5. Create a thin space between the two lids so the one-way mirror can slide in and out. Take
the two small pieces of cardboard cut from the openings in the lids. Cut one in half
lengthwise. Place the one-way mirror frame on the top of one box lid, right over the
rectangular hole you just cut. Then place the three pieces of cardboard around the edges of
the frame and tape them in place. These pieces of cardboard surround the space that the
one-way mirror will slide in and out of.

6. Tape both lids against each other top to top so the holes align. Tape on 3 sides of the lids.
Do not tape along the long side that is closest to the rectangular holes. This is where you’ll
slide in the one-way mirror.

7. Slide the framed one-way mirror in between the lids. Then turn the lids upside down so
the binder clips are at the bottom. It is important that the one-way mirror is close to the
bottom so that students can see the low-height toys.

8. Cut a viewing flap in each box. Position each box bottom down on a cutting surface (on
the floor or table with scrap cardboard underneath). In the middle of the box bottom, cut a
3-sided rectangle along the sides and bottom (approximately 1.5” on each side) for viewing.
Then fold the flap so it faces out. Both rooms get a viewing hole. Note: If the box has a
double-bottom to it, you will need to cut through both layers.

9. Cut a hole for the flashlight in Room A and add the flashlight. Choose one box to be
Room A. Then, cut a hole to represent the light in that room. The hole should be about ⅔ of
the way from the box opening. Trace the flashlight and cut a hole a little smaller than the
flashlight. Flip the box over and put the flashlight in through the hole. The end of the
flashlight, where you can turn it on and off, should be sticking out the top of Room A. Label
the box Room A. Label the box without the flashlight hole Room B.
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10. Add toys to each room. Use removable mounting putty to adhere 3 toys in Room B (for
all setups), representing the three men in the video clip. Place the toys in the middle of the
room. For the first box system you make, also temporarily adhere one toy into Room A. For
the other Room A boxes, you don’t need to do this because students will do it during the
lesson. Doing it now will help you check to make sure you’re seeing the desired effect.

11. Put Room B and Room A up against the divider. Turn the flashlight on in Room A.

12. Check to make sure you’re seeing the desired effect. When you look through the viewing
hole in Room A, you should see one toy and its reflection. When you look though the viewing
hole in Room B, you should see 3 toys in the dark and see through to the one toy in Room A.
On this first box, take the toy out of Room A, as students will add it during the lesson.
However, keep the 3 toys mounted in all the Room Bs.
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